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Introduction

All manifolds considered shall be closed and connected in the category
rg Diff or PL. Following the notation and terminology of [1] we say that a
rg_ manifold /_f is h-enclosable with a point A, and write M"= [-E, A]
(mod rg) when/.f is a rg submanifold of M" with M E contractible onto
A and for which E is a deformation retract of M A. For example, when
F R, C, Q or H we have FP"= [FP-1, A] (mod rg) where FP" is the
projective space over F. The object of this paper is to prove that projective
spaces are to a large extent characterized by this property of h-enclosability.
More precisely, the following result will be proved.

THEOREM 1. Suppose M" [E, A] (mod c) where cg PL or Diff and A
is a single point.

(A) If either one of M" or I5 is not orientable then M" RP" (homotopy
equivalence) and 15, RP and r n 1.

(B) If both M" and 15 are orientable then:
(i) M" is a homotopy sphere and 15 is a single point, ifn is odd.
(ii) If n is even, then the only possible values for r are O, n 2, n 4, and

n- 8. If r O, M" is a homotopy sphere. If r n- 2, M" CP"/2 and
If, CPr/2. If r n 4 (resp. r n 8), M" is a cohomology Qpn/4 (resp.
HP"/a) and 12 is a cohomology Qp/4 (resp. HP/a).

1. Cohomology of M

Throughout this paper .4 denotes a point and we write X Y to mean that X
is homotopically equivalent to Y. We write M" EE, .4] (rood +) to indicate
that M" rE, .4] (mod ) and that both M" and/E are orientable. Though
we state results for Diff and PL we will give detailed proofs only in the case of
Diff. For the PL case we have only to replace the normal bundle of L in M as it
occurs in an argument by the regular neighborhood of L in M. Throughout this
paper we will be making repeated use of the following result proved in [2].

PROPOSITION 2. Let M", I, be closed connected manifolds and x M". If
M" x 15 then r/n l/(l + 1)for some integer > O.

From now on c will stand for Diff or PL.
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PROPOSITION 3. Suppose m [/., A] (mod cd+) and r > O. Then there
exists an inteyer 1> such that r ld, n (l + 1)d with d= n- r.
Moreover

H*(M; Z) .._ Z[U]u 1+2 H*(L’, Z) - vt+
with deg u d deg v.

Proof Proposition 2 immediately yields r/n l/(l + 1). Since r > 0
necessarilyl> 1. For thislclearlyr /dandn (l+ 1)dwithd= n r.
Also

Hi(L)
_
Hi(M- A); Hi(M- A)

_
Hi(L) for all/

and because M is orientable for < n we have

H,(M- A)_ Hi(M and Hi(M)- Hi(M- A).

Combining these we have

Hi(L)
_

Hi(M) and Hi(M) - H(L) fori< n- 1. (1)

From H(M) - Hi(L) 0 for r + < < n, Hr(M) - Hr(L) - Z and
Poincar6 duality we immediately get Hi(M) 0 for < j < d, Ha(M) - Z.
This in turn gives Hj(L) 0 for < j < d and Ha(L) - Z. Now Poincar6
duality for L gives H(L) 0 for r- d< < r- 1, H"-a(L) - Z. From
this and (1) we get H(M) 0 for r d < < r 1, H’-a(M) - Z. Again
Poincar6 duality for M yields Hj(M) 0 for d < j < 2d and Hza(M

_
Z.

Proceeding thus we see that

Hja(M) Z forO_<j_< 1+ 1,

Hja(L) - Z forO_<j_< l,

From (2) we immediately see that

Ha(M) Z for O _< j _< l+ 1,

HJa(L) - Z for 0 _< j _< l,

Hq(M) 0 for all other q,

Hq(L) 0 for all other q.
(2)

Hq(M) 0 for all other q,

H(M) 0 for all other q.
(3)

Let v denote the normal bundle of L in M and D(v) a normal disk bundle of L
in M. Let Pv" D(v) L be the projection, s" L --, D(v) the zero cross-section,
i: D(v) M, j: L M, k: M (M, M L), and p: D(v) - (D(v), D(v) L)
the respective inclusions. Let *: H(L) Ha+a(D(v), D(v) L) denote the
Thom isomorphism. Since M L is contractible the map

k*: H*(M, M L) H*(M)
is an isomorphism. In

H(L) Ha(D(v), O(v) L) --L-- Ha(M, M L) k* Ha(M),

tI), i*, and k* are all isomorphisms. Hence U k*i*-lO(1) is a generator for
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Ha(M) Z. Since j*: Hq(M) Hq(L) is an isomorphism for q < n-
(by (1)) we see that V j*(U) Ha(L) is a generator for Ha(L) Z.
Now for any integer q _> 0 we have

O(Vq) p*(Vq) w I)(1) p* j*(Uq) w I)(1) p* s* i*(Uq) w I)(1)

sincej s. From the fact that Pv: D(v) --, L and s: L --, D(v) are homotopy
inverses of one another we get p* s* Idn,(o(,)). Hence

dP(Vq) i*(U’) w (I)(1).

From the commutativity of

D(v) L)

Ha(M, M L) k___* Ha(M

we get #*((I)(1))= i*k*i*-((1))= i*(U). Hence i*(U) #*((I)(1)) and
this yields (I)(V) p*((I)(1)) (I)(1). The commutativity of

Hd(D(v), D(v) L) (R) Hd(D(v), D(v) L)
(R) O(v) L)

(R) O(v)

now yields (Vq) /*((1)) w (1) (I)(1)q+l and this in turn yields

k* i*-’(V) k*o i*-’((1)q+’) U+’. (4)

From the fact V is a generator of Ha(L) Z it now follows that U2 is a gen-
erator of H2a(M) and hence H2d(L) hasj*(U2) V2 as a generator. Iteration
of this argument proves that Uq is a generator of Hqd(M) Z for 0 < q <
(! + 1)and that Vq is a generator of Hqd(L) - Z for 0 < q < I.
Hence

z[.]H*(M; Z) - and (L; Z) -ul+2 l)l+

with deg u d deg v.

2. The orientable case with n odd

THEOREM 4. Suppose M" [E, A] (mod cg+) and n is odd. Then r 0 and
hence M" is a homotopy sphere.

Proof If r > 0, by Proposition 3 we have r ld, n (l + 1)d and

Z[u]H*(M; Z) - ul+2
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for some l>_ l, where deg u d. Since n is odd we have dodd and u
/-/2d(M) Z is an element of order 2. This implies u2 0 contradicting

ZEu]ll*(m)
_

/,/1+2

because + 2 >_ 3.
This shows that r 0 and hence M" is a homotopy sphere.

2

3. The orientable case when r > 0

Proposition 5 below is valid in the nonorientable case also.

PROPOSITION 5. /fM" [E, A] (mod ), n r > 2 and n > 5 then M" is
homeomorphic to the Thom space T(v) of the normal bundle v of 12 in M".

Proof Any map f: S M" is homotopic to a map 9 transversal to 12.
If n- r > 2, 9(S1) c M" 12. Since M" 12 is contractible to A it follows
that 9 is homotopically trivial. Hence nl(M) 0. Now, tel(L) - nl(M A)

_
ha(M) 0. Let W" be got by removing an open ball around A. Then 12 is a
deformation retract of W", OW S"-x is 1-connected and rc(L)= 0. By
Smale’s Theorem W" is a disk bundle over L. Clearly M is homeomorphic to
the space got by collapsing the boundary S"-x of W to a point. Uniqueness of
tubular neighborhood implies that W is diffeomorphic (P-equivalent) to the
normal disk bundle D(v) under an equivalence fixing L. It follows that M is
homeomorphic to T(v).

PROPOSITION 6.
2, 4, or 8.

Suppose M" [12, A] (mod +)and r > O. Then n r

Proof If n- r disodd, thenr ld, n (l+ 1)d,l> 1, and

H*(M) ,_ Z[u]
/+2

with deg u d lead to a contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 4. It follows
that d is even and since r _< n we get d >_ 2. Also it follows that both n
and r are even in this case.

Suppose d 2, 4, 8. By Proposition 5, M" is homeomorphic to the Thom
space of the normal bundle ofL in M and hence M is n r _> 5 connected.
It follows that M" A and hence L is at least 5-connected. Let D(v) be a
normal disk bundle of L in M and/)(v) its boundary. From the fact that/)(v)
is an Sd- bundle over L we see that/)(v) is at least 4-connected. Now M"
Int D(v) is contractible to the point at o of the Thom space and D(v) is the
boundary of M"- Int D(v). Since /)(v) is simply connected it follows that
/)(v) is a homotopy sphere.
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Now L is 1-connected and Hi(L) 0 for <j < d, Ha(L) - Z. By the
Hurewicz Theorem rcj(L) 0 for j < d, na(L) - H(L) - Z. Let f: Sa --, L
be a map representing the generator of na(L) - Z and let

E b(v)

S ---. L

be the pull-back. Then E is an Sd- fibration over Sd. We will prove that E is a
homotopy sphere.
From the Gysin exact sequence of the fibration h" E --. Sd it is immediate

that Hj(E) 0 for j # 0, d l, d, and 2d 1. Moreover H2d-I(E) - Z -Ho(E) and E is 1-connected (as is clear from the homotopy exact sequence of h).
Consider the commutative diagram

0 H (Sd)

Ha(E) H(S) Ho(S) H_,(E)

s.l 1 s.

0

Ha-

Ha(D(v)) Ha(L) Ho(L)----" H_1(b(v))---

arising from the Gysin sequence of h and Pv. Since/)(v) is a homotopy n
(l / 1)d-1 sphere it follows that Hd(b(v))= 0 Ha-l(/(v)). Hence
Ha(L) - Ho(L). Since f." Hd(Sa) -- Ha(L) - Z by choice off and

f," Ho(S) - no(L) - z
it follows that Hd(Sa) - Ho(Sa) in the first sequence is an isomorphism. It
follows immediately that H(E)= 0 Ha_I(E). Hence h’E- Sa is a
fibration with E a homotopy S2d- and fiber an Sd- 1. Since d 2, 4, 8 this
leads to a contradiction.

4. The case when at least one of M or L is nonorientable

THEOREM 7. Suppose M" [E, A-I (mod ) and at least one of M" or IS is
nonorientable. Then r n 1, M" RP and L"- Rp,- 1.

Proof. Observe that r > 0 because if r 0 we get M" S" in which case
both M and/_Y will be orientable. Let d n r and suppose d :# 1. Then

H.- (L)
_

H._ (M A) O.

The exactness of H._I(M A) H._a(M) --, H,,_(M, m A) 0 gives
H._ I(M) 0. If X is a closed nonorientable manifold of dimension s then
H._ (X’) 4:0 and H._ I(X’; Z2) 4: 0. From H._ I(M) 0 we conclude that M
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is orientable and that L is nonorientable. Since n 2 > r and Hi(E) 0 for
j >_ r we get

0 H,_z(L) - H,_z(M- A) - H,_(M).

Hence U’-(i) HOE (H,_(/); Z) ( Ext (H,_2(M); Z) 0. By
Poincar6 duality for the orientable manifold M we get Ul(i) 0. This yields

Ha(L; Z2) - Ha(M A; Z2) - HX(M; Z2) 0.

Poincar6 duality for L now yields H,_ (L; Zz) 0, a contradiction since E is
nonorientable. Thus r n 1.

Case (i). Suppose L"- is nonorientable. Let fl" W’- L’- be the orien-
table double cover of L"-. Then uI(L"-) = ua(M" A) ua(M") (since
r > 0 implies n 2 2). Denote the inclusion of L in M byj. Then the isomor-
phism j," I(L) 1(/) carries the subgroup ua(W) of u(L) onto a subgroup
G of index 2 in 1(/). Let a" M be the covering corresponding to the
subgroup G of(M). Then fl" W L is the pull-back of a" M by means
of the inclusion j" L M. Since M" L’-1 is contractible it follows that
a" M restricted to M" L’- consists of two disjoint copies each homeo-
morphic to M L. In other words W has 2 components each of which
is contractible. An immediate application of the Van Kampen Theorem shows
that is simply connected. Thus G (1 } from which it follows immediately
that u(W) 1. Thus W is 1-connected and bounds a compact contractible
manifold (the closure of one of the components ofM ). It follows immedi-
ately that W S"- and that S’. These in turn yield L RP"- and

Case (ii). Suppose M" is not orientable. Let g" M be the orientable
double covering of M and let h" W L be the pull-back of g" M by
means ofj. W is a double covering of M L and hence has two com-
ponents each homeomorphic to M L. The rest of the argument is the same
as in Case (i).

COROLLARY 8. Suppose n is odd, M’= [E, A] (mod ) and M" not a
homotopy sphere. Then r n 1, M" RP" and L’- RP"-.

Proof Immediate consequence of Theorems 4 and 7.

LEMMA 9. Suppose X & a 1-connected CW complex ofdimension 2n satisfying

z[u]H*(X) -- tin+

with deg u 2. Then X CP".

Proof Since CP is a K(Z, 2) space there exists a map ok" X CP such
that (k*(i) u where H2(K(Z, 2); Z) is a characteristic element. By the
cellular approximation theorem there exists a mapf: X CP withf and
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f(X) c CP". Then f: X CP" induces isomorphisms in cohomology and the
spaces involved are 1-connected. By J. H. C. Whitehead’s theorem f is a
homotopy equivalence.

Proof of Theorem I. It is an immediate consequence of Propositions 3 and
8, Theorems 4 and 9, and Lemma 11.
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